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Voltage-gated ion channels open and close in response to voltage changes across electrically excitable cell membranes 1 . Voltagegated potassium (Kv) channels are homotetramers with each subunit constructed from six transmembrane segments, S1-S6 (ref. 2) . The voltage-sensing domain (segments S1-S4) contains charged arginine residues on S4 that move across the membrane electric field 2, 3 , modulating channel open probability. Understanding the physical movements of this voltage sensor is of fundamental importance and is the subject of controversy. Recently, the crystal structure of the KvAP 4 channel motivated an unconventional 'paddle model' of S4 charge movement, indicating that the segments S3b and S4 might move as a unit through the lipid bilayer with a large (15-20-Å ) transmembrane displacement 5 . Here we show that the voltage-sensor segments do not undergo significant transmembrane translation. We tested the movement of these segments in functional Shaker K 1 channels by using luminescence resonance energy transfer to measure distances between the voltage sensors and a pore-bound scorpion toxin. Our results are consistent with a 2-Å vertical displacement of S4, not the large excursion predicted by the paddle model. This small movement supports an alternative model in which the protein shapes the electric field profile, focusing it across a narrow region of S4 (ref. 6) .
Conformational changes in proteins can be studied in great detail by using fluorescence energy transfer as a spectroscopic ruler 7, 8 . Luminescence resonance energy transfer (LRET) is a modified version that employs a lanthanide donor complex with a long excited-state lifetime 9, 10 . This unconventional probe can donate energy to a conventional fluorescent acceptor in the standard distance-dependent manner of Förster theory 10 , and energy transfer efficiency and distances are calculated from the time constants of acceptor fluorescence emission (see Methods). LRET is capable of accurately measuring distances on Shaker channels in vivo because only donor-acceptor pairs produce sensitized acceptor emission, which is measured after a brief time-gate rejects fast background fluorescence. Further advantages arise from the minimal spectral overlap of donor and acceptor, the zero intrinsic anisotropy of the donor lanthanide 11 , and the accuracy with which donor quantum yield 10 and R o (the characteristic distance of 50% energy transfer) can be estimated.
Gating-driven protein movements have previously been measured on the Shaker channel by using LRET 12 and conventional fluorescence resonance energy transfer 13 with both the donor and the acceptor labelled at sites on the voltage-sensing domains. This configuration measured distance changes parallel to the membrane between S4 helices in the same tetrameric channel but did not directly measure transmembrane movements. Here we have attached the acceptor dye to the channel by means of a scorpion toxin that binds to the pore from the external solution 14, 15 . Toxin binding is insensitive to the channel's open or closed status and does not alter the movement of the voltage sensor 15, 16 . Lanthanide donors were attached to several sites on S4, S3b and the S3-S4 linker region near S4, to test directly in vivo whether the voltage-sensing segments undergo a large transmembrane movement (Fig. 1) . Any paddle-type mechanism by definition requires a transmembrane movement of 15-20 Å (ref. 5 ), equivalent to a change in distance of about 10 Å from S4 to toxin in the configuration used here, as estimated from conservative structural assumptions (Fig. 1) . Testing the vertical translation of S3b-S4 is of central importance in evaluating the validity of the paddle mechanism, because the model's other unusual feature, the location of S4 at the lipid interface, has been shown experimentally to be plausible 17, 18 . For LRET, ionic currents of Shaker expressed in Xenopus oocytes were blocked with 100 nM fluorescent charybdotoxin (CTX) or agitoxin-2 (AgTX) such that almost all channels were blocked and residual unblocked current was limited to 10-30 mA to minimize voltage-clamping errors 19 . The charge-voltage relations for donorlabelled channels were measured separately from cells blocked with a saturating level of unlabelled toxin (see Supplementary Information). Lanthanide-chelate donors (terbium) were attached to site-directed cysteine residues on the voltage-sensor domain (see Methods). The labelling of voltage-sensing segments with fluorescent probes does not disrupt the movement of gating charge. The effect of fluorescein (and rhodamine) was tested, but not terbium-chelate (see Supplementary Information). Toxin binding brought acceptor fluorophores into proximity to the labelled donor sites on the channel, and the distances were calculated as a function of voltage from the measured LRET time constants. Acceptor-sensitized emission data from E333C on S3b and background controls (see Methods) are shown in Fig. 2 . LRET signals fitted well to two time constants that reflect the asymmetry of the toxin-acceptor position with respect to the central axis of the channel (Fig. 3) . Distances from both time constants were calculated, as was a population-weighted average distance versus voltage (see Methods). These distances are shown for E333C on S3b and L361C on S4 (Fig. 2) . The results show that sites homologous to the KvAP voltage-sensor paddle move less than 1 Å with respect to the toxin when going from the closed to the open channel positions. If the S4 segment moves in a purely vertical direction, a change in LRET distance of 1 Å corresponds to a 2 Å vertical displacement, as estimated by a conservative geometric calculation similar to that shown in Fig. 1 .
Small but unambiguous voltage-dependent movements were seen at many sites (Fig. 4) , with S3 moving about 1 Å away from the toxin, S4 moving about 1 Å towards the toxin, and the sites in the linker moving up to 2.5 Å in a manner consistent with a change in linker tilt 12 . We note that S3b and S4 move in opposite directions, instead of translating together as a rigid unit. For three sites, N353C, E335C and L361C, both AgTX and CTX gave similar calculated distances. Two sites on the S3-S4 linker were studied with two different acceptors, CTX-Lucifer Yellow and CTX-Atto465, which are useful for measuring distances as short as 15 Å (see Methods). For S346C, the calculated distances differed by only 2.5 Å , which may be attributed to differences in dye size and linker lengths. For S351C the distances obtained using CTX-Atto465 and CTX-4,4-difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene (BODIPY) Fl differed by 5 Å , but the gatinginduced change in distance was unaffected by the choice of acceptor. Thus, the absolute distances are slightly uncertain, but the changes in distance are reproducible. As a further control, we switched the donor and acceptor for one experiment, labelling E333C with fluorescein acceptors and attaching a CTX-Tb donor to the top of the channel. The resulting distance measurements were nearly identical to those in Fig. 2 (see Supplementary Information). In every experiment, minimal voltage-dependent changes in both LRET amplitudes and time constants showed that only small changes in energy transfer occurred. These small changes refute the most central feature of the paddle model: substantial physical movement of gating charge transverse to the membrane plane.
We are confident that this LRET technique estimates distances faithfully, on proteins in general and in K þ channels in particular. Beyond the technique's agreement with known structures in soluble proteins 10 , distances measured here agree well with independent estimates of distances from the Shaker voltage sensors to the pore made with the use of tethered tetraethylammonium blockers 20 . For example, in the tether experiments, Q348C, D349C and K350C were found to be 17-18 Å from the pore in the open state, very similar to our measurements of 17-19 Å and 21-25 Å for S3-S4 linker residues S346C and S351C, respectively. Similarly, E334C and E335C were found to be about 30 Å from the pore in the tether experiments, close to our measurements for these same residues at the end of S3b, 32-34 Å . Although tethered blockers and LRET measure distances to two different points near the central pore, the close agreement between the approaches shows their power for constraining structural distances on the Shaker channel. Furthermore, tethered blockers measure distances only for the open state whereas LRET has the advantage of probing both open and closed states.
LRET measures absolute distances with less systematic error than traditional energy-transfer techniques 8, 10 and can therefore be used to evaluate and constrain structural models. Recently, a structural model was proposed for the Shaker open state based on a combination of experimental data and molecular dynamics 21, 22 . This model was supplemented with a computationally docked AgTX 23 so that theoretical distances from the toxin labelling site to sites on the Model D is the mean of four distances measured from the Ca of D20 on a docked AgTX to the Ca of specified sites on each subunit (Fig. 3) . For simulation data see Methods and Supplementary Information.
Shaker voltage sensor could be compared directly with our LRET measurements (Fig. 3) . The model predicts four theoretical distances and we have used simulations to test how well LRETexperiments can measure the average distance for situations of such geometric complexity (Table 1 ; see Methods and Supplementary Information).
The simulations reproduce average distances in close agreement with model values; the exception was S351 using CTX-Atto465, for which the small R o caused an underestimation. The LRET experimental results for two sites on S4 show very close agreement between model and data. However, the LRET measurements may systematically underestimate distances slightly because the position of the probes can wobble around their linker attachment points, weighting the measurement towards the distance of closest approach. The model prediction for S3b was unique in that it predicted a shorter distance (about 4 Å ) than the distance measured experimentally. Nevertheless, the distance values obtained with LRET are consistent with the general structural view that S3 and S4 are transmembrane segments at all voltages. The small vertical S4 movements presented here supplement the even smaller lateral movements between voltage sensors obtained previously 12 and indicate that the conformational changes underlying gating charge movement are subtle rather than substantial. The paddle model could be altered to account for our data by allowing the paddle segments to swing laterally outwards while undergoing vertical movement such that distances to the toxin remain constant. However, this kind of movement would be flatly inconsistent with the small lateral displacements observed in previous LRET measurements 12 . The small physical movements of voltage-sensing segments indicate that the membrane electric field must be focused over a very tight region of the voltage sensor, as if aqueous crevices penetrate the protein and thereby shape the field profile 6, 24 . Small S4 movements relative to these crevices and voltage-induced changes in crevice shape can produce the large gating charge that must traverse the field to account for the steep voltage dependence of voltage-gated channels.
METHODS
Distance calculations. The lifetime of acceptor-sensitized emission was used to calculate energy transfer efficiency by using the relation E ¼ 1 2 t AD /t D , where t D is the lifetime of the donor in the absence of acceptor. t D was measured on channel sites in the absence of acceptors. On a few sites t D displayed a slight voltage dependence (S346C and S351C less than 10%; E335C less than 5%) and these changes were included in the analysis (distances changed were less than 1 Å ). Sensitized emission data were fit to two exponentials using four parameters; A 1 , t 1 , A 2 , t 2 . Multiple time constants indicate that the acceptor molecule is not an equal distance from all four labelled donors to the voltage-sensing domains. An average lifetime was calculated by normalizing the sensitized emission lifetimes by the rate of energy transfer to obtain a 'population average'
. Distances from t 1 , t 2 and t were calculated by finding E (above) and using R ¼ R o (E 21 2 1) 1/6 . Most data were taken by using BODIPY Fl-maleimide acceptors (Molecular Probes) for which R o ¼ 39 Å . Other data were taken with the use of Atto465-maleimide (Atto-Tec), R o ¼ 27 Å , and Lucifer Yellow-iodoacetamide (Molecular Probes), R o ¼ 23 Å . Toxin biochemistry, Shaker expression and block. CTX-R19C and AgTX-D20C were prepared, labelled and purified as described previously 26 . The mass of each fluorescent toxin was verified by mass spectrometry, and high-affinity block with Shaker was evaluated qualitatively by examining the slow rate of toxin dissociation. The channel construct was the fast inactivation-removed, conducting Shaker H4IR, with the mutations F425G, K427D that increase the toxin binding to sub-nanomolar affinities 27 . Xenopus ooctye preparation, channel mutagenesis (Stratagene) and mRNA synthesis (Ambion) were performed with standard procedures. Experiments were performed typically 3-5 days after microinjection of 20 ng of Shaker mRNA. Voltage clamping was performed with a two-electrode setup (CA-1B; Dagan). Charge-voltage relations were measured with a saturating wild-type CTX block (2 mM), and LRET measurements were recorded with a nearly complete block with 100 nM fluorescent toxin (see Supplementary Information) . LRET protocols and controls. The optical setup consisted of an Olympus inverted IX-70 microscope with a 40 £ quartz objective (numerical aperture 0.8; Partec). The lanthanide was excited with a pulsed 337-nm nitrogen laser source (Oriel), reflected by a 400DCLP dichroic filter (Chroma). Donor and acceptor fluorescence were collected simultaneously with D490/10 and HQ520/20 filters, respectively (Chroma). Fluorescence was detected with two water-cooled R943-02 photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu) operated at 21,760 V. Prompt fluorescence was rejected by using an electronic gate (Products for Research) with a dead-time of 70 ms. The detector current was converted to voltage with a C7319 preamplifier (10 6 V/A; Hamamatsu) and filtered at 50 kHz (eight-pole Bessel filter; Dagan). The laser pulse was given exactly 40 ms after the initiation of a voltage step to ensure that the channels had reached conformational equilibrium before the LRET signals were measured.
Background cysteine residues on oocytes were generally prelabelled with bmaleimidopropionic acid (Sigma) for 1 h after a 2-3-day incubation at 12 8C to increase the specificity of donor labelling 28 . Oocytes were then incubated for 24-30 h at 18 8C to allow the surface expression of Shaker. Cells were placed in depolarizing solution for 30 min with 100 mM dithiothreitol to reduce cysteine thiols for reaction with maleimide. Dithiothreitol was washed away before the cells were placed in depolarizing solution containing 80 mM maleimide-lanthanide chelate. LRET signal to background was estimated for every LRET experiment by recording acceptor-sensitized emission signals from oocytes that were expressing high levels of the background Shaker construct without the experimental cysteine mutation. Controls were labelled identically to the LRET experiments. LRET simulations with a Shaker model. Coordinates for the Shaker open-state model with docked AgTX 21, 23 provide predictions for four different distances between the AgTX-D20 a-carbon and the four a-carbons of selected sites on the voltage sensors. Assuming these four distances, LRET signals were simulated by assuming a bi-exponential donor with a dominant component, 75% at 1,600 ms, and a minor component, 25% at 300 ms. The minor component adds a systematic error that slightly underestimates distances (less than 5%). The multiple components can be well described by fitting to two exponentials (see Supplementary Information), as were the experimental data. These calculations show how the complicated geometry of the model can be reduced to distance estimations in close agreement with actual LRET measurements ( Table 1) .
